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Franke Vital Capsule System

The world’s most advanced water filter system cleans water more simply, quickly and reliably than ever before. Developed in

Switzerland and impeccably designed. For the most wonderful tap water you’ve ever tasted.

The combination of activated carbon and a high-tech membrane ensure supreme water quality and hygiene. Not only does tap water

taste better, it is also much healthier. The extremely compact system looks stunning in any kitchen: an iconic design, space-saving

and available in various designs and colours.

Where the magic happens

The best water filter in the world is also the smallest. That’s something of a marvel, given what’s inside. It is the first system ever to

combine activated carbon with a high-tech membrane and turns 500 litres of tap water into pure refreshment.

From April 2022 all Vital taps will be supplied with two different filters, the usual High Performance filter and also a new High Flow

filter. The original High Performance filter is better suited to new build homes with more modern pipework, whereas the new High

Flow filter is the best fit for homes with older pipework where sediment may be a problem.

Thanks to the integrated action of the activated carbon fibre and high-tech membrane, the High Performance filter removes

sediments, impurities, not to mention bad odours and tastes. It is also able to remove microplastics and up to 99.99% of harmful

germs!*

The High Flow filter gives you both pure, safe, great tasting tap water combined with a high flow rate. Because this filter comes

without the high-tech membrane, it’s not able to remove microplastics and harmful germs as extensively as the High Performance

filter.

Vital Capsule Filter Tap Semi-Pro

The Convenient. With pull-out spray and 360° rotation for maximum convenience and professional ergonomy.

Available Colours

All models are available in two different colour combinations. Add a chic and stylish touch to your kitchen and choose between

Chrome/Gunmetal and Matt Black/Decor Steel PVD.

*Please note: due to the thicker mesh used in our high performance filter, consumers may notice a slightly reduced flow rate.

However, this is perfectly normal.

NB: PREVIOUS FUN NUMBER PRIOR TO APRIL 2022 WAS 120.0551.242

TECHNICAL DATA

Tap rotation 360 °

Height Overall 550.00 mm

Spout reach 235.00 mm

FEATURES

Retains

99.9% of

Retains

99% of
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Spout reach 235.00 mm

Height to End of Spout 260.00 mm

Water Mixing Cartridge Ø 35

Type SEMI-PRO

Cabinet Size 50

Tutorial-Page Vital

Version Pull-Down Spray
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SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

120.0578.223

RECOMMENDED

120.0578.223
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